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Abstract
The first form of life on earth began at the microscopic level, that of Bacteria. Ever since the invention of the
microscope has bacteria been studied in great depth. To study the growth patterns it is necessary to grow bacterial
colonies, thus requiring incubation periods from hours or days to weeks. This paper looks at the use of 3D Turtle
geometry, and recursion to develop computer generated equivalents. Applications that allow for the simulation of
bacterial growth have many uses both in education and research, and remove many hazards and costs associated
with the incubation and study of same.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Computational Geometry
and Object Modeling I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Modeling]:

1. Introduction
Bacteria are unicellular microorganisms, that may be found
growing in every habitat here on earth. They can thrive in
environments such as water [RF99], hot springs [SHP∗ 03],
soil [Bak85], the human body, and radioactive waste. Some
are even capable of surviving in extremely cold environments [Bro95] [TK05], and even in the vacuum of outer
space. Many forms of bacteria are relatively harmless to animal life. However, some are pathogenic that if unchecked
can lead to fatal consequences. Bacteria also have many beneficial uses, they are key in the manufacture of dairy products such as yoghurt, cheese, and pro-biotic food substances
[SOE98]. They may also be found in the manufacture of antibiotics and other chemicals, that we use every day. Bacteria exist in many distinctive shapes and sizes (morphologies) [You03] including spheres, rods and spirals, they are
usually no more than a few micrometers long. The smallest
(some members of the genus Mycoplasma) are about 100 to
200 nm in diameter. Some of the larger sized bacteria occasionally reach 500 um in length.
One of the most famous discoveries that has saved the
lives of millions of people around the world is the antibiotic Penicillin. It is capable of killing bacteria, by inhibiting
a step in the synthesis of peptidoglycan, and essential ingredient in production of the bacterium’s cell wall. Bacteria
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grow to a fixed size and then reproduce through a form of
asexual reproduction. Under optimal conditions bacteria can
grow and divide in a matter of minutes.
When bacteria are subjected to stressed conditions, the
colonies take on a Fractal form (Bacillus subtilis 168 (B
168)) [FM89] [Fog90]. Such experiments are typically carried out using agar plates to grow the bacteria. The main factors effecting the growth include the hardness of the agar and
the availability of nutrients. When nutrients are scarce, and
the agar is soft the growth exhibits smooth boundaries. In
more hostile conditions, the growth outwards takes on very
distinctive patterns similar to that of Diffusion-limited Aggregation (DLA) clusters [LAI∗ 00]. Such growth patterns
are often not only seen in Bacteria but in Fungus as well
(Aspergillus oryzae) [LJ02] [BBP∗ 02].
1.1. Importance of Synthetic Visualisation
Synthetic Visualisation is an essential tool to the researcher
as acquiring imagery in the traditional manner may require
significant investment in terms of time or equipment. In the
realm of Education it may be impossible to supply every
student with the necessary equipment to carry out an experiment. Tools that allow for a good approximation to the
actual real world results can be of great benefit is such circumstances. The growth of a specimen of bacteria may take
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several hours or days, where as in the computing environment one may see an example of how the bacteria may grow.
The only way to achieve this in the physical domain would
be to carry out time lapse photography on the subject being
studied.
Synthetic Visualisation has uses in several application domains ranging from visualisation of brain structures (Multiple Sclerosis Project) to Simulations of Urban environments and Virtual Museums [Cen]. The modelling of bacterial growth in the food industry is another practical application [MC97].
BacSim [KBW98] is a 2D tool for modelling bacterial
colony growth at the cell level. It represents each bacterial
cell as an object instance of an object oriented program. It
uses a collection of mathematical models to evaluate properties such as Anabolism, Metabolism, Substrate uptake and
Cell Volume. Such a system may give a very accurate model
but as the model grows so too does the demands on memory
as each cell is represented as an Object. Should one require
an overview of the general shape of a bacterial colony then
modelling at cell level may be far too computationally expensive. Therefore a recursive method focused on the shape
rather the the cell level attribute may prove far more useful,
and computationally less expensive. The world as we know
it is a 3D environment, therefore simulations and models in
2D present only a small glimpse of the overall structure of
the bacteria simulation. To truly get a feeling for how the
bacteria may grow and develop it is essential to visualise
within the 3D domain.
Ishikawa and Miyajima [IM02] explore the use of
stochastic reaction diffusion (RD) equations. This again requires significant mathematical modelling, and computation
power. The application is capable of generating several differing outlying shapes such as homogeneous spreading disk
(HSD), dense branching morphology (DBM) and roughly
round shape (RRS).

Figure 1: Real world examples of bacterial colonies

2. 3D Turtle Graphics
3D Turtle Graphics is an extension of 2D Turtle systems.
In a 2D Turtle representation, the movement of a Turtle is
defined by distance and angle parameters. Before drawing
with the Turtle it is usually moved to a specific position in
screen space and the the initial direction of Turtle is along
the X-axis. Within the 3D realm a Vector to encompass the
directional and distance attributes. A single Vector is all that
is required to move a 3D Turtle object in 3D space. Calculation of the new Vector is achieved by the addition two of
Vectors (V 1 + V 2). The first Vector (V 1) describes the current position of the 3D Turtle relative to the origin and the
other is the target vector (V 2).

1.2. Real World Examples
The examples below (Figure 1) show real world examples of
bacterial colonies at various stages of development.
Hierarchical colonial organization. Colonial patterns generated by the Paenibacillus vortex bacteria when exposed to
different growth conditions. Pictures show a whole colony
view. The petri-dishes are 8.8cm in diameter. The bacterial
population of these colonies is larger than that of people on
earth, yet they are all coordinated. The peptone (food) level
is 7.5g/l, 10g/l, 15g/l and 20g/l. Each vortex (the condensed
group of bacteria) is composed of many cells that swarm
collectively around their common center at about 10 micron/sec. The number of bacteria in the vortices varies from
tens to millions, according to their location in the colony.
[AS04]

Figure 2: 3D Turtle Movement by Vector Addition

2.1. Review of Current Libraries
Many examples of 3D Turtle Graphics currently exist. Many
are use for the modelling plant like structures such as Trees,
Ferns and Flowers. Such models are based on Iterated Function Systems (IFS). 3D Turtles have been implemented in
many languages. Web based examples make use of the Virtual Reality Modelling Language (VRML) to render plant
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link objects [ibi]. Elica is a modern logo implementation
allowing for 3D turtle graphics, animations and complex
model generation [Boy03]. PlantStudio is a Botanical Illustration software tool for creating 3D plant models and 2D
illustrations. It takes advantage of 2D and 3D recursive algorithms for the drawing of the plants [FK].
3. 3D Turtle Imaging Application
The 3D Turtle Library implemented for the application includes a 3D Turtle class and makes use of the common 3D
utility classes. The Vector class describes the vector by three
floating point values. The 3D Turtle class does not handle
the drawing function, instead it stores the vertex and color
data of the vertex and color array elements.
class Turtle3D{
private:
Vector3 v;
float angleX, angleY, angleZ;
bool pen,isSave;
GLfloat *pV;
GLfloat *pC;
long totalL,maxL;
...
}

Listing 1: Private Members of the 3D Turtle Class
Listing 1 describes the main attributes of the Turtle3D
class. A vector v describes the location of the Turtle3D object and three angles (angleX, angleY, angleZ) present the
direction of the Turtle3D object (from origin). Two Boolean
values present the pen and save status. Two pointer values
are provided for accessing the vertex array and color arrays.
The remaining variables are for counting purposes.
void Turtle3D::Forward(float d,GLCOLOR color) {
Vector3 v1=Vector3(d,0.0f,0.0f);
RotationZ(&v1,angleZ,1);
RotationY(&v1,angleY,1);
RotationX(&v1,angleX,1);
v1=v+v1; // moving
if (pen && isSave) SaveLine(v,v1,color);
v=v1;
}

Listing 2: Turtle Movement
Movement is carried out using the the function
forward(. . .) (Listing 2). A vector Vector3(d, 0.0f, 0.0f)
is created with the length d and the initial direction is
positive on the X-axis. Rotation is then applied to the
vector. Rotation on the X-axis is the last rotational operation
because the initial direction is on set along the X-axis. The
destination vector is calculated by summation of the vectors
(v + v1). The SaveLine(. . .) will save the vertex and color
attributes to arrays. The source vector (va) and destination
vector (vb) will be stored into vertex array (pV ). Colour
values are stored into the colour array (pC). After storage,
the total line number will increase by one (Listing 3).

void Turtle3D::SaveLine(Vector3 va, Vector3 vb, GLCOLOR
color){
if (totalL<maxL) {
pV[totalL*6+0]=va.x;pV[totalL*6+1]=va.y;
pV[totalL*6+2]=va.z;
pV[totalL*6+3]=vb.x;pV[totalL*6+4]=vb.y;
pV[totalL*6+5]=vb.z;
pC[totalL*6+0]=color.r;pC[totalL*6+1]=color.g;
pC[totalL*6+2]=color.b;
pC[totalL*6+3]=color.r;pC[totalL*6+4]=color.g;
pC[totalL*6+5]=color.b;
totalL++;
}
}

←-

Listing 3: Adding Geometry to the Rendered Object

3.1. Recursive Algorithms
The generation of the fractal is achieved using recursive
functions. Listing 4 shows an example of a function to generate a Fern like shape. The drawing of the sub-branches is
achieved with the for(. . .) loop, the number of iterations will
depend on the sub-branch value. The Turtle will move forward and rotate, then create a sub-branch. It will then move
back to last point, move forward and do another rotation to
achieve another sub-branch. The 3D Turtle will move back
to start point when it reaches the end and calls itself. All parameters are stored into a structure called “para”, these parameters can be set by user or generated by a random function.
void Fractal3D::nonbinary1(int n, float l) {
if(n==0||l<=para.minLength) return;
for (int i=0;i<(int)para.sub;i++){
t3d.Forward(subPositionTemp*l/(int)para.sub, tempColor ←);
t3d.RoZF(subAngleValueZ);t3d.RoYF(subAngleValueY);
t3d.RoXF(subAngleValueX);
t3d.Forward(l*subLengthRateTemp,tempColor);
t3d.changePen();
t3d.Backward(l*subLengthRateTemp,tempColor);
t3d.changePen();
t3d.RoXB(subAngleValueX);t3d.RoYB(subAngleValueY);
t3d.RoZB(subAngleValueZ);
t3d.Forward(subPositionTemp*l/(int)para.sub,tempColor) ←;
t3d.RoZB(subAngleValueZ);t3d.RoYB(subAngleValueY);
t3d.RoXB(subAngleValueX);
t3d.Forward(l*subLengthRateTemp,tempColor);
t3d.changePen();
t3d.Backward(l*subLengthRateTemp,tempColor);
t3d.changePen();
t3d.RoXF(subAngleValueX);t3d.RoYF(subAngleValueY);
t3d.RoZF(subAngleValueZ);
}
t3d.Forward(l-(subPositionTemp*l*2),tempColor);
t3d.RoZF(rootAngleValueZ);t3d.RoYF(rootAngleValueY);
t3d.RoXF(rootAngleValueX);
nonbinary1(n-1,l*GetRanRatio(para.rootLengthRate,para. ←rootRatioMin,para.rootRatioMax,para.isRootRatioR)) ←;
t3d.RoXB(rootAngleValueX);t3d.RoYB(rootAngleValueY);
t3d.RoZB(rootAngleValueZ);
t3d.changePen();t3d.Backward(l,tempColor);
t3d.changePen();
}

Listing 4: Recursive Fern Generation
Figure 3 shows the fractal generated by previous recursive function. Each function call will generate a section of
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fractal. The recursive function generates the fractal from the
origin point and repeatedly calls itself to generate the distinct
parts. The step and minimum display length determines the
number of function calls. There are many parameters for the
shape that may be passed that will dramatically alter to resulting visualisation.

Figure 3: Example output of Listing 4

this allows for an element of randomness, within the generation function. The value range dialogs give the upper and
lower bounds for varying the length of a rendered segment
during one iteration of the recursive function. They may also
be used to vary the distance between sub-branches.

Figure 5: Application Popup Windows

3.3. Synthetic Verses Real Image
3.2. Application Usage
The 3D Bacteria Simulator makes use of the Turtle3D
classes to display the fractal image. The fractals are rendered
in the main main viewing window (Figure 4). The control
panel to the right allows for the modification of all the parameters that may be fed to the recursive functions used to
generate the images. This allows for a myriad of possible
images to be produced.

Figure 6 show examples of synthetic images generated from
the 3D Turtle application. The general shape of the synthetic
images prove to be a very close approximation to the real
world images (Figure 1). The synthetic images presented below are of course just 2D images or a 3D representation, as
such it is necessary to sit down and use the application to
fully appreciate the 3D visualisation.

Figure 4: Application Screenshot

A selection popup windows (Figure 5) allows for the modification of key parameters to the application, through a very
interactive and user friendly medium. These can be classified into four distinct input settings: Single Value Inputs (A),
RGB Colour Settings (B), Angle Range Settings (C) and
Value Range Settings (D). The angle range settings control
by how mush branch may vary in angle as they are generated,

Figure 6: Synthetic examples of bacterial colonies
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4. Conclusion
3D Turtle geometry and recursive functions can be used
for branched colonial pattern growth of bacteria visualization. The application visualizes bacterial colonies with typical branched colonial pattern that can be simulated by recursive functions. Simulation may reduce incubation periods
and simulates bacteria in different growth level. Applications
many uses both in education and research, and remove many
hazards and costs associated with the incubation.
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